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—’‘’-that thy way may be knoivn upon earth,

VOL. IV.

thy

saving health among all nations.

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1834.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.

NO. 51.

j “ had not where to lay his head.” Shall we murTEMPERANCE.
‘ mur, if we are compelled to have a home of only
GEORGE W. MYERS. Printer.
a few months duration?
From the Quaterly Theological Magazine.
From the London Christian Observer.
Daily Employment.—I will give you some little
CONFESSION OF A DRUNKARD.
account of our employments now, and as they
THE petrel.
Dehortations from the use of strong liquors
will probahfly be. Our time of rising is at dawn have been the favorite topic of sober deciaimers
1 wf-?tre}ifloats on the stormv foam,
of day’. Domestic scenes occupy me mostly now’, in all ages, and have been received with abundance
.While all around is drowning;
’
and will fully when we keep house, until seven. of applause by water-drinking critics. But with
oo tlie Christ,an smiles in his tranquil home,
W hen eartMy joys are frowning.
’
At seven the missionaries all meet in one room, the patient himself, the man that is to be cured,
for family worship: after which we breakfast.— unfortunately their sound has seldom prevailed.
Where world’s ambition but finds a grave
From 8 to 9 we devote to our private worship.— Yet the evil is acknowledged; the remedy, Ab
Hope rests on her downy pillow; b
’
At nine our teacher comes. We study with him stain. No force can oblige a man to raise the
As
Pelrd S eeps' on the ocean wave,
until 12, with a short respite fora walk, when the glass to his head against his will. ’Tis as easy as
" hile tosses the raging billow.
weather will permit, at half past ten. At one not to steal, not to tell lies.
I he blast is loud, and the night is dark,
we begin study again, and continue until half past
O pause thou sturdy moralist, thou person of
And chill are the restless surges*
1
three or four. We find an hour in the morning stout nerves and a strong head, whose liver is hap
1 et the Christian floats in his lowl’v bark
worth two in the evening, therefore retire early. pily untouched, and first learn how much of com
. As buoyant his spirit emerges. '
’
Native Christian Teacher.—Our teacher is an passionate allowance thou mayest virtuously mingle
Earth weighs not down his elastic win*
interestnig man, faithful and intelligent—one of with thy disapprobation.
that aspiring to heaven uprises;
°
the native Christians. It is a pleasing fact, that
Begin a reformation, and custom will make it
UiA s«rr?,w,s aye joys, and his winter is spring,
the native Christians are immediately satisfied upon easy. But what if the beginning be dreadful, the
And all life s blanks arc prizes.
any point of duty, by being shown that the Bible first step not like climbing a mountain, but going
He is caged on earth, but he treads not its sod •
says so. What a lesson to enlightened Christians ! through fire? What if the whole system must
lie spurns its confined dominions;
Habits of Mr. Judson.—July fAth.—Our inter undergo a change, violent as that which we con
Ilis soul is etberial, he dwells with his God;
Heaven-plumed are his joyful pinions.
course with Mr. Judson is of a very pleasing na ceive of the mutation of form in some insects ?—
ture. And we feel happy to be permitted in the What if a processs comparable to flaying alive be
least degree to take off the edge of his loneliness to be gone through? Is the weakness which sinks
missionary.
It is affecting to hear his petitions for a long life, under such struggles to be confounded with the
BURMAH.
to labor among the heathen, mingled as they pertinacity which clings to other vices, which
Letter from. Mrs. Webb ta her Parents.
w’ere with panting aspirations after heaven. He have induced no constitutional necessity, no enot the whole victim, body and ^oul ?
I lie following extracts have been furnished us by Mr. seems uniformly seriously cheerful. His days ana
I have known one in such state, that wl.en he
Ebenczer Watson, of Albany, father of Mrs. Webb, for in nights are spent in a room adjoining the chapel,
sertion.—American Baptist Mag.
where he spends all his time, except that devoted has tried to abstain but for one evening—though
to meals (twice a day) and exercise, and generally the poisonous potion had long ceased to bring back
Maulmein, June23, 1834.
its first enchantment, though he was sure it would
My dearly beloved Parents.— I write you from one hour or so of social conversation with some rather deepen his gloom than brighten it,—in the
one
of
the
mission
families
in
the
evening.
He
Burman shores, for years the spot to which my
violence of the struggle, and the necessity he has
longing eye has been directed, where I have wish is confining himself as closely as possible to the felt of getting rid of the present sensation at any
ed to bear the beat and burden of the day in my completion of his translation of the Scriptures. rate,—I have known him to scream out, to cry
Lord’s vineyard. I am among Christian friends, His exhotations to us all to exercise, are prac aloud, for the anguish and pain of the strife with
who love the Saviour, and love the work that he tically enforced by his own example. He walks in him.
assigns them. I am surrounded by dark idolaters, very early in the morning, rain or shine ; also af
Why should I hesitate to declare, that the
groping their way to death. At a little distance ter sunset. He told me that he had no doubt, man of whom I speak is myself.
that
so
much
loss
of
health
and
life
to
foreigners
from mo is a cluster of native Christians, worship
I believe that there are constitutions, robust
in this climate, is owing principally to their neg
ing One God; a bright and cheering encourage ligence
heads, and iron insides, whom scarce any excesses
on this point.
ment to the faithful missionary of the cross.
can hurt; whom brandy, (I have seen them drink
I consider these opportunities, very valuble; it like wine,) at all events whom wine, taken in
A Missionary's Happiness.— I would not ex
and
shall
much
regret
parting
with
him,
should
change for worids the happiness I feel in the pros
ever so plentiful measure can do no worse injury
pect of future usefulness here. Now, I am com we remove from Maulmein, as is most probable. to than justto muddle their faculties,perhaps never
pelled to be useless or nearly so. I cannot speak But a missionary’s life must be a life of sacrifice very’ pellucid. Qn them this discourse is wasted.
to these poor creatures, whose whole appearance from beginning to end. We leave our home, at They would but laugh at a weak brother who try
is so calculated to prompt to active effort for their our Lord’s bidding, and we must walk in the path ing his strength with them, and coming off foiled
good. It will be years too before I can attain to which he points us. We are aiming to keep from the contest would fain persuade them that
To much proficiency in the language; as the our heart and minds free from bias, that we may such agonistic exercises are dangerous. It is to
Burman is entirely peculiar and very difficult to go where we shall do most good. I trust this is a very different description of persons I speak,
acquire. But should God spare my life, I may what will actuate us both in our decision.
It is to the weak, the nervous, to those who feel
Degradations of Idolatry.—Last evening we the want of some artificial aid to raise their spirits
yet gather around me the burman females, or go
into their houses, and spend my day in talking to walked to a pagoda, about a mile and a half from in society to what is no more than the ordinary
them of a crucified Saviour. I may yet be per us. On the side we passed were three statues, pitch of all around them without it. This is the
mitted to refute their objections to show them large as life, one at each end, representing a fe secret of our drinking. Such must fly tlfle conthe vanities of their idol gods, to draw them from male and a golden statue of Gaudama between vival board in the first instance, if they do not
their heathen temples into the churches of Jeho them. I never saw any thing more hideous than mean to sell themselves for the term of life.
Twelve years ago I had completed my six-andvah. Thus has God favored my beloved hus they are. I could but groan in spirit, while I re
band and myself. He has called his children from joiced in being a bearer of heaven’s free grace to twentieth year. I had lived from the period of
the home in which he had planted them, to find the poor idolaters. Oh, my beloved parents, the leaving school to that time pretty much in solitude.
an unsettled abode on the other side of the world; gospel missionary is under no delusion, in leaving My companions were chiefly books, or at most, one
and to cheer them amid their privations, he sets parents and friends, for the purpose of enlightening or two living ones of my own booWovmg and
before them the same glorious objects of reward the heathen. It is a distinguished honor to be sober stamp. I rose early, went to bed betimes,
for which his only Son toded and suffered and called away. Rejoice then with us, that we are and the faculties which God had given me, I had
died Can we'ask more ? May we not go about not under your eye; with us praise God that we reason to think, did not rust in me unused.
About that time I fell in with some companions
the earth with our Saviour doing good ? He are in Burinah!
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ot a different order. They were men of boiste his fast upon a morning pipe in that delicate room your sake, reader, and that you may never attain
rous spirits, sitters up a-nights, disputant, drunk piscatoribus sacrum,} has in a moment broken to my experience, with pain I must utter that there
en; yet seemed to have something noble in them. down the resistance of weeks. How a pipe was i is none, none that I can find. In my stage of
We dealt about the wit, or what*passes for it, af ever in iny midnight path before me, till the visioil habits, (I speak not of habits less confirmed—-for
ter midnight, jovially. Of the quality called fan forced me to realize it,—how then its ascending ; some of them I believe the advice to be most pru
cy, I certainly possessed a larger share than my vapours curled, its fragrance lulled, and the thou- , dential,) in the stage which I have reached, to
companions. Encouraged by their applause, I set sand delicious ministerings conversant about it, j stop short of that measure which is sufficient to
up for ^professed joker ! R who of all men am J employing every faculty, extracted the sense of draw on torpor and sleep, the benumbing apo
least fitted for such an occupation, having, in ad-1 pain. How from illuminating it came to darken . plectic sleep ot the drundard, is to have taken
dition to the greatest difficulty which I experience from a quick solace it turned to a negative relief, none at all. The pain of the self-denial is equal.
at all times in finding words to express my mean- thence to a restlessness and dissatisfaction; thence And what that is, I had rather the reader should
ing, a natural nervous impediment in my speech, to a positive misery. How, even now, when the believe oq my credit than know from his own
Reader, ifyou are gifted with nerves like mine, j whole secret stands confessed in all its dreadful trial. He will come to know it whenever he shall
aspire to any character but that of a wit. When truth before me, I feel myself linked to it beyond arrive at that state in which, paradoxical as it may
appear, reason shall only visit him through intoxica
you find a tickling relish upon your tongue, dis-! the power of revocation; Bone of my bone
Persons not accustomed to examine the motives tion. For it is a fearful truth, that the intellectual
posing you to that sort of conversation, especially
if you find preternatural flow of ideas setting in of their actions, to reckon up the countless nails faculties by repeated acts of intemperance, may
upon you at the sight of a bottle and fresh glasses, that rivet the chains of habits, or, perhaps, be be driven from their orderly sphere of action,their
avoid giving way to it as you would fly from cer ing bound by none so obdurate as those I have clear daylight ministries, until they shall be
tain destruction. If you cannot crush the power confessed, may recoil from this as from an over brought at last to depend for the faint manifesta
of fancy, or that within you which you mistake for charged picture. But what is it short of such a tion of their departing energies, upon the return
such, divert it, give it some other play—write an bondage, which, in spite of protesting friends, a ing periods of the fatal madness to which they
essay, pen a character or description—but not as weeping wife and a reprobating world, chains down owe their devastation. The drinking man is nev
1 do now, with tears trickling down your cheeks. many a poor fellow, of no original indisposition er less himself than during his sober intervals.
Evil is so far his good.*
To be an object of compassion to friends, of de to goodness, to his pipe and his pot.
I have seen a print after Corregio, in which three
Behold me, then, in the robust period of life
rision to foes; to be suspected by strangers, star
ed at by fools; to be esteemed dull when you can female figures are ministering to a man, who sits reduced to imbecility and decay. Hear me count
not be witty, to be applauded for witty when you fast bound at the root of a tree. Sensuality is my gains and the profits which I have derived
know that you have been dull; to be called bpon soothing him, Evil Habits is nailing him to a branch from the midnight cup.
for the extemporaneous exercise of that faculty, and Repugnance at the same instant of time in apTwelve years ago I was possesed of a healthy
which no premeditation can give; to be spurred j plying a snake to his side. In his face are feeble frame of mind and body. I was never strong;
on to efforts which end in contempt; to be set on ■ delight, the recollection of past rather than per- but I think my constitution (for a weak one) was
to provoke mirth, which procures the procurer1 ception of present pleasures, languid enjoyment as happily exempt from the tendency to any ma
hatred; to give pleasure, and to be paid with 1 of evil, with utter imbecility to good a Sybaritic lady as it was possible to be. I scarce knew what
squinting malice; to swallow draughts of life-des- effeminacy, a submission to bondage, the springs it was to have an ailment. Now, except when I
troying wine, which are to be distilled into airy ' of the will gone down like a broken clock, the am losing myself in a sea of drink, I am never free
breath to tickle vain auditors, to mortgage misera sin and the suffering co-instantaneous, or the lat from those uneasy sensations in head and stomach,
ble morrows for nights of madness; to waste ter forerunning the former, remorse preceding ac which are so much worse to bear than any definite
whole seas'of time upon those who pay it back in tion—all this represented in one point of time.— pains or aches.
When I saw this, I admired the wonderful skill of
little applause,—art the wages of buffoonery.
At that time I was seldom in bed after six in the
Time, which has a sure hand at dissolving all the painter. But when I went away, 1 wept, be morning summer and winter. I awoke refreshed,
connexions which have no better fastening than this cause 1 thought of my own condition.
and seldom without some merry thoughts in my
Of that there is no hope that it should ever head or some piece of a song to welcome the new
liquid cement, more kind to me than my own taste
or penetration, at length opened my eyes to the change. The waters have gone over ine. But born day. Now, the first feeling which besets mo
supposed qualities of my friends. No trace of out of the black depths, could I be beard, I would after stretching out the hours of recumbence to
them is left but in the vices which they introduced cry out to all those who have but set a foot in the their last posssible extent is a forecast of the wea
and the habits they infixed. In them my friends perilous flood. Could the youth to whom the fla risome day that lies before me, with a secret wish
survive still, and exercise ample retribution for any vour of bis first wine is delicious as the opening that 1 could have lain on still, or never awaked.
supposed infidelity towards them of which I may scenes of life or tk« entering upon come newlyLife itself, my waking life has much of the con
discovered paradise, look into my desolation, and fusion, the trouble, and obscure perplexity of an
have been guilty.
My next more immediate companions were, be made to understand what a dreary thing it is ill dream. In the day-time I stumble upon dark
and are, persons of such intrinsic worth, that when a man shall feel himself going down a pre mountains.
though accidentally their acquaintance has proved cipice with open eyes and a passive will,—see
Business which though never particulurly adapt
pernicious to me, I do not know, if the thing his destruction, have no power to stop it, and yet ed to my nature, yet as something of necessity to
were to do over again, whether I should have the feel it all the way emanating from himself; per be gone through, and therefore bei,t undertaken
courage to eschew the mischief at the price of ceive all goodness emptied out of him, and yet not with cheerfulness, I used to enter upon with some
forfeiting the benefit. I came to them reeking be able to forget a time when it was otherwise;— degree of alacrity now wearies, affrights perplex
with the steams of my late overheated notions of hear about the piteous spectacle of his own self es me, I fancy all sorts of discouragements and
companionship and the slightest fuel which they ruins;—could he see my fevered eye, feverish am ready to give up an occupation which gives me
unconsciously afforded, was sufficient to feed my with last night's drinking, and feverishly looking bread, from a harassing conceit of incapacity.—
for this night's repetition of the folly; could he The slightest commission given me by a triend, or
old fires into a perpetuity.
There were no drinkers among them, except feel the body of the death out of which I erv any small duty which I have to perform for my
one from professional habits; another, from a cus hourly with feebler outcry to be delivered,—it self as giving orders to a tradesman, t^c. haunts me
tom derived from his father, smoked tobacco.— were enough to make him dash the sparkling be as a labour impossible to be got through. So
The devil could not have devised a more subtle verage to the earth in all the pride of its mantling much the springs of action are broken.
trap to retake a backsliding penitent. The tran temptation; to make him clasp his teeth.
The same cowardice attends me in all my in
sition from gulping down draughts of liquid fire,
....................................... and not undo cm
tercourse with mankind. I dare not promise that
To suffer wet damnation to run through ein.
to puffiing out innocuous blasts of dry smoke, was
a friend’s honour or his cause would be safe in my
like cheating the old enemy.
Yea. but methinks I hear somebody object, if keeping, if I were put to the expense of any man
It were impertinent to carry the reader through sobriety be that fine thing you would have us to ly resolution in defending it. So much the springs
all the processes by which, from smoking at first understand ; if the comforts of a cool brain are of moral action are deadened within me.
with malt liquor, I took my degrees through thin to be preferred to that state of heated excite
My favourite occupation in times past now ceas
wines, through stronger wine and water, through ment which you describe and deplore; what hin es to entertain. I can do nothing readily. Ap
small punch, to those juggling compositions, which ders in your own instance that you do not return to plication for ever so short a time kills me. lliis
under the name of mixed liquors, slur a great those habits from which you would induce others poor abstract of my condition was penned at long
deal of brandy or other poison under less and less never to swerve? If the blessing be worth pre intervals, with scarcely any attempt at connexion
water continually, until they come to next to none serving is it not worth recovering?
of thought whieh is now difficult to me.
and so to none at all. But it is hateful to dis
Recovering!---- O, if a wish could transport
The noble passages which formerly delighted
close the secrets of my Tartarus.
me back to those days of youth, when a draught me in history, or poetic fiction, now only draw a
I should repel my readers, from a mere incapa from the next clear spring could slake any heats few weak tears, allied to dotage. My broken and
city of believing me, were I to tell them what to which summer suns and youthful exercise had dispirited nature seems to sink before any thing
bacco has been to me, the drudging service which power to stir' up in the blood, how gladly would I great and admirable.----1 have paid, the slavery which I have vowed to it. return to the pure element, the drink of children
I perpetually catch myself in tears, for any cause
How, when I have resolved to quit it, a feeling of and of the child-like holy hermit! In my dreams
ingratitude has started up ; how it has put on per I can sometimes fancy, thy cool refreshment pur * ‘"When poor M------ painted bis lost picture with a pen
sonal claims, and made the demands of a friend ling over my burning tongue. But my waking cil in one trembling hand, and a glass of brandy and water in
upon me. How the reading of it casually in a stomach rejects it. That which refreshes inno the other, liis fingers owed the comparative steadiness with
which they were enabled to go through their task in an im
book (as where Adams takes his whiff in the cence, only makes me sick and faint.
perfect manner, to a temporary firmness derived from a repe
chimney-corner of some inn, in Joseph Andrews,
But is there no middle way betwixt total ab tition of practices, the general effect of which had shaken both
or I’iscator in the Complete Angler, who breaks stinence, and the excess which kills you?—For them and him so terribly.”
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mitv°ad<k
"S lnexPressible how much this infir"^yofaddeu^S2LSharae a"d “ se-a, feel-

which I ran6 som? °*
instances concerning
To with
Say Wlth ,ruth- lh“ ll"'“ not always

is not distant when we shall lie permitted to name the day (acknowledge that the issue is the work ot Him
when slavery shall terminate in every part of oar beloved who “ executeth judgment for the oppressed, —
country. New-England, New-York, New-Jersey and Penn
i “ who alone worketh salvation in the midst ot the
sylvania set the example of abolition which was afterward fol
lowed by the South American States, and Great Britain.— earth.”
We have no wish to prescribe to any of our
Maryland, Virginia, and Kentucky are evidently preparing to
arrange themselves in the company of “truly free” republics; I friends the mode of celebrating the day. Each
and if the good work is not impeded by the interference of a i individual will pursue the course most congenial
few rash spirits in the North, we believe our southern brethren
from Carolina to Louisiana will soon claim the honor ot plac (to his own conscience. But, whatever be the
ing the key-stone in that glorious arch of pure liberty which ' outward act, every member of our Society will
will then extend from Labrador to Cape Horn.—Aeiu York rejoice in the arrival of the Day of Liberty
Observer.
i throughout the British empire.

the8??’nJ
J-® Teil of my 'ynahness any fur•
is this disclosure sufficient?___ tv tam a P°,°r naraeless egotist, who have no vaniwhp?b»On?Uk ny. th^Se confessions. I know not
ether I shall he laughed at or heard seriously,
uc i as they are, I commend them to the reader’s
Act of 3 and 4 William IV., chap. Ixxiii. § 12. ; 18 Aldermanbury, July 27, 1834.
en ion, it he find his own case any way touch
—-------- :----------------“ Be it enacted, that all and every the persons
ed. 1 haye told him what I am come to.—Let who on the first day of August one thousand
DEVOTION OF PROPERTY.
nim stop m time.
eight hundred and thirty four shall be holden in | From a Memoir of Mr. Cobb, in ttie American Baptist
Magazine for August. Mr. Cobb, died in May last, in bis
slavery
within any such British colony as afore i! 3Gth
year.—S. -S'. Journal.
CHIRST THE HIGH PRIEST.
said
shall
upon
and
from
and
after
the
first
day
1 he following beautiful passage is from a volume of ser
Mr.
Cobb resolved, at the commencement of
of August one thousand eight hundred and thirty
mons by Mr. Le Bas, which has just appeared in London.
four become and be to all intents and purposes • his religious life, that he would serve the Saviour
He knew the anguish of being assailed by our free and discharged of and from all manner of with all his power, in that sphere, which seemed
temptations, though he knew nothing of the dishon slavery, and shall be absolutely and forever manu to be particularly assigned to him. He had not an
our ot being defeated by their power. He went mitted; and that the children therefore to be born opportunity to acquire extensive learning, and he
through more than all the bitterness of our strug to any such persons, and the offspring of such could not serve the Church to any considerable
gles, though he went then always unto victory.
children, shall in like manner be free from their extent, by his voice or by his pen. But God en
Here is the ground on which the Christian loves birth ; and that from and after the first day of dowed him with very unusual talents for business.
to take his stand. Here is the psospect which August one thousand eight hundred and thirty- I He had great activity, acute penetaation into the
reveals heaven unto him as indeed the dwelling four, slavery be and hereby is utterly and for J characters of men and into the signs of the times,
place of love. We know that we have a Mediator ever abolished and declared unlawful throughout | rapid decision, and unconquerable perseverance.
at the right hand of the Father who in his own the British colonies, plantations, & possessions He displayed in the counting-room some of the
mental qualities which made Napoleon the irre
person unites all the sympathies of man with all abroad.”
the purity and perfection of God. And think,
Surely a day of such vast moment to the wel sistible victor in a hundred battle fields. As a
brethren for a moment what must have been our fare of one part of the empire, and to the honor natural consequence, Mr. Cobb, accumulated
condition if this were not so ! Think what it would of the whole, ought not to pass unnoticed. Ima property with great rapidity; and it he had cho
he for human weakness and impurity to stand in gination cannot picture the mighty change which sen to devote himself to the narrow work of
the presence of God’s unveiled majesty and holi will be wrought on that day. But those who have amassing wealth, he might, perhaps, if he had
ness. Our souls are often troubled within us, dwelt for years in deep compassion on the cease lived have become a rival of Girard. But he
even when he thundereth with the voice of his less scourgings which slavery demanded, the justly regarded bis talent for business as an in
excellency. Our faculties are outstripped and stripes which have disfigured everyday; who have strument which he ought to employ for the glory
overpowered by the speed and the brightness of beheld the population melting away, and finding of his Saviour. He felt it to be his duty to use
his lightning. Our ftgsh and heart fail beneath deliverance from oppression only in the grave, it in earning money for the cause of God, on pre
the manifestations of his power, which pass con and who above all, have beheld their own fellow cisely the same principle that it is the duty of the
tinually before the eyes of the children of men, subjects debarred by the deliberate fiat of Chris minister to devote his talents for preaching to the
even in this dark place of their imprisonment.— tian men from the benefits of Christianity,—these service of the Lord Jesus. He accordingly, in
Who then, without fear and trembling can approach can form some faint conception of the evils to be November, 1821, drew up and subscribed the fol
even in thought, to that unclouded sanctuary in closed—of the blessings to be commenced on the lowing very remarkable documant;
“By the grace of God, I will never be worth
which the same power resideth in all the fulness 1st of August 1834.
We do know, however, that between the set more than ,$50,000.
of its glory ? And then when
remember that
“ By the grace of God, I wilj give one-fourth
not irresistible might alone, but inflexible justice ting and the rising of one sun, the unspeakable
and righteousness unchangeable have likewise abominations of the system will cease. Such a of the nett profits of my business to charitable
their dwelling within that tabernacle how can we day in our annals ought not to pass unregarded. and religious uses.
“ If I am ever worth $20,000, I will give one-i
dare to rush into that Presence before which the It is the day for undoing the heavy burdens and
half
of my nett profits; and if lam ever worth
letting
the
oppressed
go
free;
and
the
true
cele

seraphim veiled their faces with their wings ; that
Presence, Hie sight of whose very confines com- bration of such an event is in hearty and united $30,000, I will give three-fourths—and the whole
nclled the prophet to exclaim, \\ oe is me, for thanksgiving to God for his marvellous achieve after $50,000. So help me God, or give to a
I a n undone ; for mine eyes have seen the King ment, and prayer that he will bless the work, bless more faithful steward, and set me aside.
November, 1821.
N. It. Conn.”
the Lord of Hosts?” But what becomes o all the givers, bless the receivers, and make it a
To this convenant, he adhered with conscien
this dismay and confusion of spirit when we look source of blessing to the oppressed and afflicted
tious fidelity. He distrihured the profits of his
non the Father, and know him only through the througout the world.
Let, then, the 1st of August, 1834, be employ business, with an increasing ratio., from year to
Son ? Where is our dread and where our failure
of heart when we behold in the form of a brother ed by those who have taken part in the great year, till he reached the point which he had fix
Him who was the only begotten of the Father work, to the service and praise of God; let it be ed as the limit of his prosperty, and then he gave
,
L,- hnmre of the invisible God ? Yes, a day of lifting up our hearts to him—a day of to the cause of God all the money which he
IhefuineTo" ,he Divine grace and truth hath exertion for promoting the religious instruction earned. At one time, finding that his property
the tulne.
;g
ghone Upon us ,n the of those who are on that day called into a new had increasod beyond $50,000, he at once devot
shone upon
,
ountenance ; it hath spo- state of being and for craving the outpourings of ed the surplus, $7,500, as a foundation for a pro
mild aspect of a human cou
b
t
ken to us With a umanvotc^•
|f we >o the Spirit on the multitudes who, having so long fessorship in the Newton Theological Institution,
been enthralled by the wickedness of man, are to which, we may add, he gave, on various occa
human teats ant^ & human heart. And thus it is at length delivered by the arm of God.
sions, during his life, at least twice, that sum.—Some may think that this great work was ac So scrupulous was he in his adherence to the cov
HaLSU thetenderest emotions of ear:h and all the
that all the ter
of heaven seem to have complished by the act of man; some will ascribe enant which he had made, that when peculiar cir
most exalted
‘
our consj>iation. If it it to one body, and some to another; but we trust cumstances required him to retain in his hands
made a blesset ^“,ookon uncreased majesty and that our friends, now that the conttict’of party has more than $50,000, he consulted judicious friends
were given to ma
i:ft: no- up the voice of praise ceased, and the cloud raised around us by the whether he might do so consistently with the spir
brightness, instea
unableeven to whis- passions of man has been dispersed, will unite in it of his pledge, provided that he always held
and thanksgiving 1
accents of penitence acknowledging the signal providence of Almighty the surplus as readly belonging to the cause of
per °Ut ° -tr Xil behold thk/eof God,
God, who has, from the beginning to the end been God. Here is the secret of that wonderful liber
and prayer, f
Jook
God n Christ, is a the true Doer of the glorious work : originating ally which cheered so many hearts, and gave vig
and- *Ve wlfich giveth life instead death It is a it in the hearts of its advocates—lifting it over the our to so many institutions and plans of benevoprivilege
.C* fcenli(rhteneth the eie and glad- all but insurmountable obstacles of its early days— j lence. It sprung from steady religious principles.
privilege «b c
j - th undemanding to the setting at nought alike the counsels of friends
It was a fruit of the Holy Spiiit. He always
Ileneththehe^ t andg^
ena. and foes,—providing means, providing instruments ( felt that God had bestowed on him a rich blessing
simple. iu to understand the mind of the apos- unexpected, diverse, conflicting, yet, under the ! in enabling him thus to serve his cause. On his
ble us fully to un
.
thafc ,
. skilful guidance of the Divine Hand, all urging i death-bed he said to a friends, in allusion to the
i,C’d± and comp^lon form, as,, were, .he forward to the same conclusion,—and from the resolutions quoted, “ By the grace of God—no
chaos of confusion, the battle of irreconcileable thing else—by the grace of God, I have been ena
^"ry “sence of Injure.________
opinions, bringing us to the incredible consum bled, under the influence of these resolutions, to
mation of Emancipation in peace, in safety, in give away more than $40,000. How good the
British And- congratulation and acquiescence on all sides.
Lord has been to me!”
The following trl,1; occasi(Jn<)f colonial
It is added ;
Those who are most intimately acquainted with
CHvery Society on the
f t jay of August has been widel}
But Mr. Cobb did not wait till he had acquired
S Si.h
J ’irel.nd. W «« d, tune the history of the cause will the most heartly
circulated in Great
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When we look around us and hear the loud call ing animation, and help and strength from above
for active and intelligent and influential members to “hold up his goings in her paths.”
To the unconverted, what can be more impor
of the Church, and particularly for such as shall
fill its sacred offices, and consider to how small a tant than to place them within the reach of the
proportion of our youth the means of thus qualify example and intercourse of the pious of their own
ing themselves to serve the cause of truth are age; where they will see living evidences of the
limited, we are constrained to acknowledge, that power of religion, receive the same instructions,
we either do not see, or do not feel the just meas be subjected to the same discipline, and become
ure of duty. The great and indispensable quali the objects of Christian care and sympathy to
fication for the ministry is, undoubtedly, that re their instructors and fellow students ?
Where education is thus conducted, and means
newal of the heart which is the work of the Holy
Spirit. But if a pious ministry can be made like these are used, every thing is done that man
more efficient by the aid of literature, and that aid can do, and the blessing looked to from Him, in
is withheld by those who can afford it, they must dependance upon whom, and for whom all is done
answer for the neglect. The Church has passed may be confidently expected.
through many seasons of fearful peril. In our own
From the Christian Observer.
day we have seen the standard of infidelity open
ON THE IRONY OF THE BIBLE.
ly" displayed, and heard the daring boasts ot its
champions that the Christian faith should fall be
If we imagine to ourselves a person endowed
fore it. In those ranks were found many of the with the gift of prophecy in the highest degree
THE POWER OF LITERATURE ANO ITS
great and learned of the world; and all the arms of perfection of which it is susceptible, we easily
CONNEXION WITH RELIGION.
that sophistry, and passion, and ingenuity, and ri perceive that such a privilege would be almost
Wc have been highly gratified by the perusal of an oration
dicule could supply, were arrayed for the contest. sufficient to separate its possessor from the socie
on the subject named at the head of this article, delivered at
But the Church had her champions—her great and ty of men. We are to suppose him capable of
Bristol College, July 23d, 1834, before the l’hilologian Socie
learned gathered around her, and the powers of divining all the thoughts of his fellow-creatures,
ty, by Francis S. Kev.
darkness were put to confusion. Had she discour and all that will happen to them. It is manifest
We should be glad to transfer the whole of this excellent aged learning in her sons, and disclaimed the aid that the possession of this secret knowledge would
address to our columns, but our limits will permit us to make of intellectual power, who can tell what would incapacitate him for sympathizing with his com
only the following extracts.
have been the result of the conflict?
panions in the world; for he would see every thing
If we consider the nature and purposes of reli
And is she now without her enemies? Is from a different point of view. Jest would seem
gion and literature, we shall find nothing in the not her citadel the only hope and refuge of our to him like earnest, and earnest like jest. In the
claims of the one inconsistent with the acquisition race, still assailed, less openly, but more insidi assemblies of gaiety he would discern signs of
of the other. On the contrary, rightly consider ously. And when did it more become her fol discontent and misery. He could not rejoice in
ed, the claims of the one are such as to demand lowers “to put on the whole armour of God,” and his own or other men’s prosperity for he would
the acquisition of the other.
stand forth in her defence ?
discover in it sure tokens ot decay; and even
Religion, it is said, is the influence of the Spirit
And in the day to which the Christian looks calamities would seem, like dreams too transitory
upon the heart; it demands the heart, the whole with exultation—the long-promised day, the dawn to be worthy of his regard. In such a condition
heart, and makes no call upon the understanding. of which is now breaking upon the nations, are of mind his thoughts and words would assume a
This is a mistake. It is the influence of the Spir we not for warned that “perilous times shall come?” tone of irony, as he bore his part with less eager
it upon the man—it demands the whole man, soul Know we not that the prince of this world will ness, but deeper knowledge in the pursuits and
and body, heart and understanding. All arc to call out all his hosts, and struggle with all the occupations of the world.
be brought under its subjection. Every faculty strength of convulsive desperation to sustain his
It is further manifest that if the purposed pro
and power of body and soul, of heart and mind, falling kingdom ? Before the Church can put on phet, with this perfect knowledge of the motives
that it finds in man, or that man has the means of her “beautiful garments” of praise and triumph, and ends of men’s actions, were to write the his
acquiring, is called forth in its service. From its she must shine in the darkness of that conflict tory of his times, his narrative would bear a pe
nature and its purpose it must affect the under “ bright as the sun and terrible as an army with culiar character. He would be perpetually set
standing; an inspired apostle speaks of it as “on- banners.” Before her sons shall stand forth as a ting before us the contrast between the outward
lightening the eyes of the understanding.
resplendant host holding the palms of victory in appearance and the inward reality of things;
It is impossible to conceive how the cultivation their hands, those hands must wield in holy war and among the various changes by which men’s
of the reasoning faculties can obstruct this influ fare, the well-tempered weapons of truth.
lives are diversified, he would teach us to look
ence. We have a beautiful parable in the Gospel,
If the youth of literary institutions see that their steadily towards the end. The comparisons which
showing all the obstacles which prevent the good religious improvement is not the chief end and aim would thus be suggested to us, between what was
seed of the word from taking root in the heart. A of their instructors—that the effort to make them visible to all and what was only revealed to us by
cultivated understanding is not found among them. Christians is formal and heartless, while to the les the more perfect wisdom of our teacher, would
But we read of men who are said, to have “the sons of the world’s wisdom they are continually often give to his book a sort of ironical expres
understanding darkened, being alienated from the encouraged by setting before them, not “the prize sion, originating, of course, in feelings excited
life of God through the ignorance that is in them.” of their high calling in Christ Jesus,” but of aca within our own minds. These feelings would be
There is nothing then to prevent the conversion demical honors—if motives so dangerous to our analogous to those which might have been felt
of enlightened men, that is not also, at least equal nature as pride and emulation are used to excite by the prophet himself, on his first finding out
ly to be found in the ignorant—and if they are to them to the labor and self-denial of study—if this how the apparently casual events of human life,
be converted by the instrumentality of men, it is the course of discipline to which ardent and sus are notwithstanding, strung together in the Di
requires no argument to show that the most effi ceptible hearts are subjected, during the years of vine foreknowledge.
cient instrumentality is generally to be expected education, while the principles and habits are
Now the wi iters of the Bible, as being inspired
from the most enlightened.
forming, can we wonder to see them come forth by God possessed the necessary means of mak
If it be said that learning presents strong temp with the character of the scholar predominating ing their histories perfect; and they have accord
tations, that it fosters pride and prejudice, that it over that of the Christian? They may be well ingly put us in a capacity to form aright judg
is often sought from selfish and worldly conside prepared for the world, for they have been formed ment concerning almost every thing which is re
rations, we may readily admit it, and concede that, ed after its models. They may distinguish them lated by them. And our conclusions, thence de
so sought, it is clearly inconsistent with the de selves in the strifes and competitions for worldly rived, are not generally such as an uninstructed
mands of the Gospel. Its path is the way of temp honors, for to that warfare they have been trained. observer woald be likely to arrive at by any pro
tation. But what path of human duty will be But to glory in the cross of Christ, to bear the cess of bis ovn. The light of Divine revelation
found otherwise; and generally in proportion to reproaches of the world, and to despise its bau entirely alter: the colour and complexion of events
the importance and arduousness of a duty, will be bles, to he meek and lowly in heart,—these are and carries our own vision so much farther and
found the temptations that beset it.
But the lessons they have yet to learn, and for which they deeper, that the first appearance of an object,
Christian soldier who goes onward, believing that have learned every thing calculated to unfit them. seems as if t were placed like a mask upon it,
“God is faithful and will not suffer him to be
When we know that so many of our public in- only to conceal from us its proper and original
tempted above what he is able, but will with the stitutious are conducted, at least in some respects, character, "he effect of this perpetual contrast
temptation also make a way of escape” for him, upon principles such as these, what can we say between the simple events which the Bible re
resists a temptation to rest in ease and indolence, but that literary attainments are acquired at a ha cords, and th) important meaning which it at the
and neglect his Master’s service; and he, who zard and a price which religion can never sanction. same time eiables us to ascribe to them, is ex
through fear of temptation shrinks from the duty,
There is no necessity for this. Religion is the actly such aswe might have anticipated. A pre
yields himself to the snare of the tempter. Hu only true and sure foundation for every institu dominant expression in such histories is one of
man learning, sought as an end, sought for the tion that is to fit man for the duties of life. The earnest and rrave irony. This remark may be
-^ratification of pride, or power, or pleasere, or pro i evidences and doctrines of Christianity may be easly illustraed from the narratives of the first
fit, consists not with the claims of religion; but impressed upon the understanding, and its holy in three kings o: Israel.
sought for God, sought in a meek and humble spir fluences brought to bear upon the affections
The outwa-d life of Saul was one of continu
it, sought as a means of glorifying God and doing throughout the progress of education. .Her prin ous prosperiy. His good fortune (as men call
.rood to man, is a talent offered to the Christian, ciples need be subjected to no compromise or sa it) seems scarcely ever to have failed him, from
which he must accept and use in his Master’s ser crifice: her motives are all-sufficient. To the the very begiiing of his reigin to the day of the
I Christian students she presents a prize of unceas battle upon Mjunt Gilboa. And as he had been
vice.

$50,000 before he began to devote his money to
religious uses. It was in 1821, while he was yet
young, and coinpartively a poor man, recently
established in business, that he resolved to give
one-fourth of the nett proceeds of his business
to benevolent purposes. It was then uncertain
what would be his success; but he felt it to be
his duty to begin with the resolution to increase
the proportion, if God should prosper him. 1 here
are many Christians who think that if they could
accumulate a certain sum, they would then be
generous. They say that they must first make
provision for themselves and their families, and
then they will distribute their money liberally.-—
Mr. Cobb did not act thus. He, from the begin
ning, gave a large proportion ot his income, and
trusted in God that whatever should be necessary
for himself and his family, would be supplied.
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out honourand LlftkhlSideat,h also was not withover thpir l-;’
1
daughters of Israel wept
with other detZ'° “Z Cl.°,hed them iu
of gold uPot ^heii : “ d" *’«'
T*”'™'*
more than this of the
„f
“"w
5e5,retcmerao?s rocorded by the pen of htsohahave been morethC Klngs,of *srael v™uld seem to
of those wbn
uniformly prosperous than any
ot those who came after him. But the Bible has
SXt Salin°htheriVieW °f his ,ife’ -hich P™
Divine
? gl«ry was a delusive show. The
at the sentence of rejection had passed upon him
at the commencement of his reign; and alibis
ubsequent actions formed a series of vain efforts
escape from his doom, and to burst the chain
of events with which God himself had bound him.
, 0 sooner has Samuel announced to him the with
drawal of the Divine favour, than a change be
gins to come over his spirit. He shews a feverish
eagerness for conquest. In a crisis of danger, he
curses all who shall taste of any food till they
have avenged him on his enemies; and he will not
remove bis curse though it should rest upon his
own son. When a second transgression has finally confirmed the sentence which had before been
pronounced against him, he tries to disguise the
misery of his mind by increasing his outward
magnificence. “ Honour me,” he says to Samual,
“ before the elders of my people, that I may at
least perform my sacrifice like an anointed king.”
An evil spirit troubles him ; a harper comes and
refreshes him, and drives away the evil spirits from
him for a time. But even here there is a bad
omen; for the harper is the man whom God has
appointed to be his successor on the throne. A
covenant of perpetual friendship is made between
Jonathan and David; but it must be broken by
death; for Saul is to perish, with his sons and
his race. As the time approaches when his sen
tence is to be executed finally, an army of Phi
listines comes against him, and Saul for the first
time “is afraid, and his heart greatly trembles.”
Abandoned by God, he consults a witch at Endor, where he learns that on the next day he is to
be with Samuel among the dead. We perceive his
desperation, when “ he rises up and goes away
that night.” In the morning he goes forth, as at
other times, “to put his army in array against the
Philistines.” But we know, even before the bat
tle has begun, that his overthrow is certain. He
appears, notwithstanding, in the fight, like the
doomed prophet in the play of TEschylus, who
was bolder than the other chiefs, but sdent, and
bearing no device upon his shield.
In the history of David, the irony is of a differ
ent kind. Butin his case, also, the light of in
spiration shews us more than we should otherwise
have discovered, and gives a peculiar aspect to
the varied events of his early life. In reading
his history, we are sure from the first that he is
the anointed king, and that at the time appointed
he will ascend the throne. When therefore dur
ing a war with the Philistines, he comes alone into
the host unnoticed except by the scorn of his bro
thers, we expect to find that it was not to see
he battle only that he had left his flock in the
wflderness. We can understand the irony of Ins
Question; “Think you that amongst the great
Vthnt are to happen to-day there can be any
eSfor
here? ton it be any thing
cause 101 ./ r
,... ., <ri<rantic Philistine
Je hear soon Sfterwards, of the women answerwe hear, b
,
played, “Saul has slain
ing one a
David his ten thousands,” we
his thousid
Jnquiry which suggesteditariefPtoPSaul’s foreboding mind; “ What can this
self to bam
unJesg he tQ liave my
Bethlehen
whiJe hg ,g persecuted by Saul,
kingdom
tQ lace_driven even to
and hunt™; of feigqing himself mad—we know
the extremity
"Lord, which came upon
that
Spir t of the’nsecration, remains
him” on the day
hagtenthe
with h«m still.
£ ig t0 be. but contentedly
arrival of ba
even punishes the mur“ bides his time.
h. f it was not from the
derer of Saul wflh death
fu]fil_
aid of human crime that n«

war
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ment of the promise of God. There is a striking every thing which belongs to the complete repre
contrast between this high-minded confidence of sentation ot human character; and the Bible,
the anointed king, and what we should expect to I which professes to do this great work, must there
hear of in the proscribed wanderer, to whom in fore be either fictitious, or, not true simply, but
M. J. M.
the cave of /Vdullain there were .gathered toge I inspired. .
ther “ every one that was in distress, 'and every
one that was in debt, and every one that was dis PROVIDENTIAL DIRECTION OE A MISSIONARY.
contented, and he became a captain over them.” The following remarkable n arrative has been copied by a
No uninspired man would have discovered in the correspondent of the “Friend,” from the tenth annual report
wild and disorderly life of David the tokens of his of the “Union Female Missionary Soeiety” of the Methodist
Church in the bounds of the Philadelphia conference:
strong and enduring faith.
“ A few years ago, Barnabas Shaw was sent by
In the history of Solomon, the ironical expres
sion arises from the contrast between his outward the Wesleyan Missionary Soeiety to the Cape of
glory and the inward misery which is revealed Good Hope. On his arrival at the point of his
to us in his confessions. We learn from the destination, he was peremptorily forbidden to com
Book of Ecclesiastes, that this great king was mence his mission by the authorities of the place.
dissatisfied with has wealth; that he repined at the After failing to obtain permission to preach under
uselessness of his abundant wisdom; and that any circumstances, and being warned to leave the
the prospect of death was like a perpetual sha settlement, he hesitated whether to return home
dow, darkening all the glories which he had col or to make an excursion through the desert in
quest of the Hottentots. His wife being in deli
lected about his throne.
cate health, he hesitated to propose the journey to
Beauty, pomp,
her, until she said to him, ‘It appears to me, that
And every sensuality our giddiness
your way being hedged up here is an indication
Doth frame an idol, are unconstant friends,
When any troubled passion makes us halt
that the Lord designs that you should go up
On the unguarded castle of the mind.
through the wilderness and preach to the Hot
If the Queen of Sheba, when she was opprest tentots. I have an impression that this is our du
with envy at the sight of Solomon’s magnificence ty and I want you to think of it, and pi ay over it,
could have looked into the depths of his mind, before you consent to return home.’ He replied
she would have perceived there a vexation of spirit to her that he had been thinking about it, but fear
ed to mention it; hut that still there was another
as great or greater, than her own.
We may find another instance of the same his obstacles; ‘ For,’ said he, ‘ I have no authority
torical irony in the life of the prophet Elijah.— to incur the expense of oxen and wagon, and in
By his countryman he was reverenced as the fa terpreter, all of which will he necessary if wc
mous man of God, and sometimes dreaded as the undertake the journey.’ ‘Well,’ said she, ‘buy
troubler of Israel. None of them, perhaps, would the oxen and the wagon, and let us go in the
regard him as a man to be compassionated. But name of the Lord, and if the Missionary 8001617
the Bible informs us, that, how great and power will not pay the expense, we have property in
ful soever he might appear to others, he could not England, let it be sold to meet the draft.’ Thus
easily sustain his own thoughts in the same proud encouraged he resolved to go and after travelling
and solitary elevation. “He went a day’s journey in a straight line to the north, through a trackless
into the wilderness, and came and sat down un desert for the distance of four hundred miles with
der a juniper tree, and requested for himself that out meeting a human being, they came to a point
he might die: and said, It is enough now, O of rugged rocks, which required them to alter
Lord, take away my life; for I am not better than their course to the right or left; it being near
my fathers; I am a man as they were; and the night, they concluded to halt on their journey and
life which thou hast appointed me is too hard for wait until morning. Just at daylight they saw be
man.” When he stood before his altar on Mount neath a projecting rock, six men lying upon the
Carmel, to decide the controversy between Baal ground, having passed the night thus near them,
and Jehovah, it is probable that none of the sur without either party having discovered the other.
rounding multitudes would understand the sorrow Mr. Shaw approached them with his interpreter,
and bitterness of spirit which wrung from him the and inquired of the chief who they were, whith
taunting words in which he spoke to the prophets er they were going and on what business. The
of Baal: “Cry aloud,” he said, “ to Baal, and chief replied, they were Hottentots, were going
awaken him out of his sleep; for he must needs to the Cape of Good Hope, and were sent thither
be a.god, and a great one, for whom all the Isra by their people to ask for a Christian teacher !—
elites have forsaken Jehovah, and have left me to Though scarcely able to conceal his emotions,
Mr. Shaw told the chief through his interpreter,
worship him alone.”
The irony which the preceding examples have that he was a Christian teacher, and was then
been intended to illustrate, is more strikingly char going to visit his people, but knew not the way.—
acteristic of the Bible than of any other historical So soon as the chief heard this, and mentioned it,
book; because the writers of the Bible were bet to his people, they all fell down on their faces and
ter furnished tor their work, and capable of deli rent the air with their exclamations of joy. Af
neating more accurately the true form of -those ter the missionary family had kneeled down upon
objects which throw their strangely altered sha the ground, and given thanks to God for this sig
dows on the canvass of history. This irony, there nal and encouraging providence they set out with
fore, is only so far peculiar to the histories in the the Hottentots as their guides, and soon arrived
Bible, as they are true histories. In many ficti in safety at their native village, where they were
tious narratives, the interest is made to depend received most joyfully and have ever sinceresided
on some current of thought or action which in real and laboured with the most astonishing success.
life would escape the notice of the most search They are now not only civilized, but Christianized ;
ing observer: and when the interest is of a grave and hundreds of them are living examples of pie
and solemn kind, it may give to a novel the same ty toward God and benevolence to man. Mr.
expression of irony which is in'the Bible arising Shaw and family are still prosecuting their mis
from its Inspiration. It may be questionable how sionary labours with the surrounding natives, de
far it is good to make a perfect romance serve us siring to live and die with these converted hea
instead of a perfet history; but there can be no thens.”
question that it is a great literary excellence, in
That love is not sincere which proceedeth not
a writer, to be able by his knowledge to convert
the dry skeleton of history into the living and from, which is not a fruit of faith; those who do
breathing form of romance. Many great modern not first really believe on Christ can never sincere
historians have aimed at this excellence, and have ly love him ; it is faith alone that worketh by love
endeavored, by a diligent comparison of the facts towards Christ and all bis saints. If therefore any
that came before them, to discover to us some do not believe with that faith which unites them to
thing of the hidden nature, as well as ot the out Christ, which within purifies the heart and is out
ward appearance, of human affairs. But in this wardly effectual in duties of obedience, whatever
kind of divination they have not generally been they may persuade themselves concerning love un
successful, and their success must in any case re to Christ, it is but a vain delusion. Where the
main uncertain. No fine without some supernatu faith of men is dead, their love will not be living
ral assistance, can be sure that he has found out and sincere.—Owen.
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Alabama Convention.—The following account of the last
annual meeting of the Convention has been sent us by a cor
respondent.
The third Annual Convention of this Diocese was held in
Christ Church, Tuscaloos «, on Monday and Tuesday, July 7th,
and 3th, 1834s There are now four clergymen in the Diocese,
two of whom only were present at Convention, the Rev. C.
S. Ives, officiating in Greensborough and Demopolis, and the
Rev. S. S. Lewis, officiating in Christ Church Tuscaloosa.—
The morning prayer was read, and a sermon preached by the
Rev. C. 8. Ives ut the opening of the Convention. In conse
quence of tl'.e delay of the lav delegates to arrive in time for
business, the Convention adjourned to Tuesday/ 9 o’clock,
A. M.
On Tuesday morning, the Convention met at the room of the
Rev. S. S. Lewis, lie not being able to attend at the Church
in consequence of sickness.
Suitable prayers being read by the Rev. C. S. Ives, he was
chosen President, and Gurdon Saltonstall, Esq., was chosen
Secretary of the Convention.
The following gentlemen were chosen as the Standing Com
mittee:
Rev. S. S. Lewis, Rev. C. S. Ives, II. A. Snow, Joel
White, and Edward G. Pasteur.
The following gentlemen were chosen Delegates to the
General Convention:
Rev. C. S. Ives, Rev. S. S. Lewis, and Rev. N. Pinney,
of the clergy; and Major Cook, George Starr, and Joel
White, of the laity.
A Committee of three, consisting of two clergymen and
one layman was appointed to revise the Constitution and Can
nons of this Diocese, and report at the next Convention.
The Annual Conventions will hereafter he held on the third
Monday in January. Three unsuccessful attempts have been
made since last General Convention, to get a Diocesan Con
vention, with the view of taking into consideration, and act
ing upon the ‘‘Special Canon” passed by the General Conven
tion, permitting Alabama, Mississppi, and Louisiana, to be
organized into one Diocese, and to elect a Bishop.
Owing to the fact that not one-half of the parishes, including
those recently organized, were represented; it was deemed ex
pedient by the Convention at this time also, not to act upon
the “Special Canon." There are now in this Diocese eight
congregation. The Rev. Mr. Ives officiates in three parishes,
and the Rev. Mr. Lewis oflicintes once a month about 50 miles
below Tuscaloosa to a congregation which will soon be duly or
ganized. There are several other places in the Diocese where
congregations might be formed if we only had clergymen__
Alabama unquestionably presents, at this time, one of the
best fields for the services of Episcopal clergymen in the South
Western country.
Our next convention will be held in Christ Church, Tus
caloosa, on the third Monday in January, 1335. at which
time we hope to have a full Convention, and to decide upon
the “Special Canon.”—Churchman.

P. E. Missionary Society.—Proceedings of the Executive
Committee__ On the 14th of July, the Rev. Henry Lockwood,
an Alumnus of the General Theological Seminary, was ap
pointed a missionary to China.
On the 28th of the same month, the Rev. Isaac Ilallam,
late Rector of St. James’ Church, New London, Connecticut,
was appointed Missionary to Chicago, Illinois.
At the same time, it was resolved to continue the appropria
tion of ,$309 to the Church at Pensacola, for another year;
and also, to re-inforce the Mission at Athens, with nn assist
ant missionary and his wife, so soon as suitable persons can be
obtained. —Missionary Record.
LETTER FROM GUTZLAFF.

We are indebted to P. Perit, Esq. of this city, for permis
sion to publish the following letter, just received by him, from
Gutzlaff the missionary. It will be seen that he bad returned
from a tour in the interior of China, where be had spent four
months in distributing tens of thousands of tracts, and was
intending to return, as soon as he could supply himself with a
new stock of books, to pursue the same operation on a still
larger scale. We invite particular attention to the fact, that
he seems to regard the way as open, for all our missionaries,
to the central and northern provinces of the empire!—NewYork Observer.
Canton, March, 27, 18.34.
J/y Dear Sir,—Many thanks for your kind remembrance.
I am really quite astonished at the great interest you take in
me in. America. My humble and worthless proceedings do
not deserve any encomiums, but the cause of the exalted Sa
viour demands your vigorous co-operation. Grateful for the
assistance my friends in America so kindly have promised, I
shall redouble my exertions, press forward in reliance upon the
almighty assistance of the Redeemer, and only then cease,
when the grave is to receive my corpse. Whatever in the
course of this eventful time may fall to my lot, I shall joyfully
undertake the performance of the most difficult task, whilst I
at the same time disclaim all merit. Simply to glory in my
all sufficient Redeemer, and though weak and worthless, to
look upon him for strength and grace, is the desire of my
heart. I do not wish to court public notice, but the work re
quires the helping hand of many. I feel myself pledged to
promote the welfare of China, and without aid from abroad
can effect nothing, and therefore I look to the aid of steady
and efficient friends.
I staid about four months in Fokien Province, during a
cold and dreary winter. The Lord granted me an opportu
nity to circulate several thousands of Itooks, whicIC seem' to
have been read with the greatest avidity. As I came in very

close contact with the inhabitants of Lam-hoaand Tsin-keang
districts, I saw too much of their wickedness not to call forth
hitter tears on account of their utter wretchedness. Yet not
dismayed at the hardness of their heart, I am preparing for
another expedition on a more extensive scale. Whilst the
hooks are printing, I intend to sail within a few days lor Sin
gapore, and then to return hither towards the beginning of
June.
.
.
You know my future plans under the sanction of the Di
vine Being. If no insurmountable obstacles present them
selves, I hope not to deviate at all from the coure I have
thought proper to adopt. Many things have again happened
to bring me nearer the design which I have communicated to
you in my letter to Fokien. We arc daily expecting the ar
rival of the British comissioners, but are not acquainted with
the measures we are going to take.
Your missionaries are very kind towards me. I.earnestly
desire that they may be dispersed into the empire, instead of
being cooped up in this cornel*. A countryman of mine has
joined the Chinese mission, and may perhaps be one^of the
first who settles in one of the Northern provinces.
Your humble servant.
Charles Gutzlaff.
The venerable Bp. Moore of Virginia, is nowon a visit to this
city and vicinity. On Sunday he preached a most ardent and
affectionate sermon to his ancient congregation at Richmond
on Staten Island.

A memorial was presented from the members of Washing
ton station, (Methodist) praying for the discontinuance of the
use of tobacco among the preachers: Whereupon the follow
ing resolutions were read and adopted, viz:
1. Resolved, That the common use of tobacco is a useless
indulgence of a vitiated appetite, and, of consequence, im
proper for a psofessor of religion, and especially for a minister
of the gospel in any form.
2. That the habit of chewing tobacco or using snuff in the
house of God, and especially in the pulpit and altar, is very
reprehensible, and should be immediately discontinued.
3. That it is highly expedient for the members of this con
ference, who have heretofore used the “Indian weed,” to dis
continue that use, unless purely as a medicine.
4. That we will use our best endeavors, by total abstinence
ourselves, to discourage the use of tobacco among the people
of our charge, and especially in the places of public worship.—
Pittsburgh Conference Journals
R.mark__ As the brethren at Washington, had their prayer
answered so promptly, in reference to preachers, it is hoped
they may turn their attention next towards the members, and
he equally successful in reforming them. If it be wrong for
the former to use the “Indian weed,” it must be equally so
for the latter to eat it all the time they are preaching to them.
j Western Christian Advocate.

from a rich store of materials, a Life of Napolean, the first
volume of which is advertised in Galignani’s Messenger, of
June 10 as in press, and shortly to be published.
In the London Literary Advertiser, there is the following
annunciation : “ Cobhett's Life of President Jackson_ l?mo
3 shillings sterling.”
The Rev. John II. Fielding, has withdrawn from the presi
dency of Augusta college.

Dr. Louis Marshall, late of Woodford county, Kentucky,
has resigned the Presidency of Washington College Virginia.
The Southern Literary Messenger, which Mr. T. W.
White has undetaking at Richmond, Virginia, has attracted
the favorable attention of the northern press generally, it is
for the Southrons, of cultivated minds and liberal leisure to
use both in behalf of this work, and it cannot fail to obtain
manifold success.—Nat. Gaz.
KENTUCKY STATE COLONIZATION SOCIETY.

Present Condition of Liberia—The Board of Managers of
the Kentucky Colonization Society, take pleasure in inform
ing their friends, that Joseph Jones, a man of color, who
was sent out by them to examine fully the situation of the
Colony of Liberia has returned and brought back a favorable
report. They herewith present to the public the examination
which Mr. Jones has undergone in their presence, prefacing it
with two resolutions of the Board, and a letter from the gov
ernor of Liberia.
By order of the Board:
Thomas A. Mills, Cor. Sec.
August 1, 1834.
resolutions.
Hoard of Managers, August 1, 1834i
The Board of Managers having had an interview with
Joseph Jones a Man of color, who was sent by them to Li
beria for the purpose of making a personal examination of
the present condition and prospects of the colony, and to make
a report to this Board, alter receiving from him a full and ac
curate account of his mission, unanimously adopt the follow
ing resolutions i
Resolved, That the Board of Managers are fully satisfied
with the manner in which Joseph Jones has performed the
services which were expected from him; that he is entitled to
the thanks of the Society for the great amount of useful infor
mation which he has, with much toil and labor, acquired for
the benefit of the free people of color in this state, and that
the Board recommend him to the kind and respectful conside
ration of all persons friendly disposed to African colonization,
as a man of excellent character, of a clear and vigorous un
derstanding, and possessed of those qualities which make a
man useful to society.
Resolved, That Mr. Jones he requested to accompany our
agent to the principle places in this state, for the purpose of
giving information with regard to the colony.

OBITUARY.
Died in this place on the Kith ult. Sarah True, Infant
daughter of l’rof. John Kendrick, aged 3 months.
In this place on the 20th ult. Henry W. son of Mr. Hen
ry 15. Greene, aged 11 months.

gov,

Finney’s letter.

May 10, 1834.

Sir.—The bearer, Mr. Jones, having, as I fully believe,
faithfully executed the business of the mission on which he
was sent, is about to return to the United States, in the
schooner Edgar. If the section of country from which he
GEN2KAL SUMMARY.
came can afford us one hundred men, possessing the spirit of
enterprise, and patience, and perseverance which he has evinc
literary.
ed so far, they will bless the colony by their presence.
Mr. Jones’s conduct, while here, has been blameless, and a
The Rev. William Thompson, of North Bridgewater,
Mass, has accepted his appointment of Professor of Biblical pattern for others, and I trust he will find favor before God
Literature in the Theological Institute of Connecticut, and and man. The vesssel is to sail in a few hours, and must he
will probably he inaugurated before, or at the commencement an apology for brevity.
With great respect,
of the fall term, about the middle of October next.—N. Y.
Jno. B. 1’iNnev, A. A. C. S.
Observer.
VALE COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT.

examination.
At what time did you leave this country?
1 left Louisville on the 23d of March, 18.3.3, and New-Or
leans on the 20th of April following, and reached Liberia on
the 11th July.
How long did you remain in the colony’
Nine months and twenty-nine days.
Did you travel extensively, and what places did you visit?
I travelled fifty-nine days, and visited all the settlements.
IIow' many settlements are there? Describe each one.
There are five. 1. Monrovia, the seat of the colonial gov
ernment, a seaport, and commercial town, that stands on Cape
Mesurado at the mouth of Mcsurado river. It is about the
size of Winchester, Ky. The soil on the Cape is rocky and
gavelly, and not very productive. 2. New Georgia, the set
tlement of recaptured Africans, five miles from Monrovia on
Stockton creek, between Monrovia and Caldwell. Parts of
two tribes, the Eboes and Congoes, live in the town, but on
different sides of the street. They have intermarried with the
colonists. They live partly by getting out lumber, and partly
by agriculture. The houses are built some in the native style,
and some after the manner of the colonists. I suppose there
are more than one hundred houses in the town. The soil is
rich but sandy. 3. Caldwell, ten miles from Monrovia on
the St. Paul river. It is the largest settleii'ent, and extends
seven miles up the river. It is more prosperous than Mon
rovia. Farming is carried on more extensively here than in
any of the other settlements. The soil is excellent. 4. Millsburg, situated at the Falls of the St. Paul’s river, 20 miles
from Monrovia. The settlements extend about three quarters
of a mile along the river. The soil is very productive. There
is a saw mill now building opposite Millsburg. The dam
and race are finished, and every thing is ready for the mill to
be raised. The St. Paul’s river is navigable to Millsburg.—
5. Edina, at Grand Basse, 60 or 80 miles south of Monrovia,
The National Intelligencer snys that Major Henry Lee, of on the coast at the mouth of the St. John’s river. It has been
Virginia, has for somejyears past been engaged in preparing settled only two or three years, and some suppose it is the

Mew-Haven, August 20, 183-4
Gentlemen,—An compliance
with your request, I send you a brief account of the exercises
at Commencement in Yale College.
On Tuesday at 11 o’clock, A. M., an oration was delivered
before the Society of the Phi Beta Kappa, by James a Hillhouse, Esq., in commemoration of the merits and services of
the venerable La Fayette. It was a finished and glowing
piece of eloquence, worthy of one of the most elegant scho
lars of our country.
At two o’clock P. M., an oration distinguished for richness
of imaginaion and elegance of diction, was delivered before the
Linonian Society, by the Rev. Wiliam W. Andrews.
The Prize Speaking was attended by a very large audience
at half past three P. M.
The Society of the Alumni met in the College Chapel, at
half past seven in the evening; and a vote was past to apply
the income of their fund to the support of a Lecturer on Na
tural History.
The exercises of commencement-day were attended, as usu
al, by a very crowded audience. The performances were dis
tinguished by soundness of thought, and force of language
and delivery. Some of them were of quite a superior char
acter.
The degree of D. D. was conferred on the Rev. Mr. Reed
and Rev. Mr. Mattheson, latter of whom was present on the
occasion.
Thedegreeof L. L. D. was conferred on his Excellency S.
A. Foote, Governor, and the Hon. T. S. Williams, Chief
Justice, elect, of Connecticut, and on Gideon Mantel, Esq.,
of Brighton, England.
The honorary degree of Master of Arts, was conferred on
Joshua Spencer, Esq., of Utica, N. Y., on Rev. Erastus
Cowles, of Danbury, Conn., and on Rev. Edward Jav Ives,
of Easthaven, Conn—N. Y. Obs.
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Many eoiue in from great distances in the in“The other buildings of the establishment, consisting c
Serial s1 —»»•'-“*"•
the Bishop’s Lodge, Farm House, old woooden Convent, barns,
Do the Colonists appear satisfied?
&c. were successively set on fire and destroyed. The cattle,
I was particular in my inquiries, and I found the large ma horses, &c. were let loose by the assailants, before setting the
D-ribe the tt^eJSS?ty' ““ “
jority well satisfied, and would not return to this country, if harp on fire. Thus the burning was kept up all night, the
mob proceeding in their work of destruction, although many
How^aTis ftback from d
S”®11 r’SeS’ but ”° bi8b hil,s* they could.
What is the military force?
individuals endeavored to stay the ruin. The reading of the
±^^_UPWards°{‘b-ty miles- , /“J ?
It is strong enough for all necessary purposes. The natives Riot Act was not attempted. The Cemetery, at the bottom
Junk rnountains"ean bi'arUS
i Hules
l be ridSe of are entirely friendly.
of the garden, in the rear of the Convent, was broken open,
tlement.
b° SeUn from Edina> and the Junk set
What are the wild and domestic animals in the colony?
and it is said that some coffin plates, and a silver chalice,
Is the land well timbered?
The wild are deer of several kinds, hogs, eattle, and goats; (placed in its tabernacle and deposited in the tomb for safe
and
the
tame
are
cattle,
hogs,
poultry,
and
a
few
hoises
and
keeping) were stolen from this place.
popbr,5 hiXn-TnTTk! “ °f WOod’tbat are called °ak>
“There was an immense crowd of persons in the vicinity dur
«
AlT’i I "dthough the, do not resemble jacks.
How do you like the climate!
ing the night, from the city and surrounding towns ; there
hUncTS the
[nt™6
TT
sli8»‘
The climate is more regular and healthy than in this coun were ten or eleven engines from Boston, and some from Cam
ferent* and also m
^°od—the bark and leaves are dif- try. After the Colonists become seasoned, they enjoy excel bridge.’’
mahoeanv and n?,an»rove> b»™tone tree, redwood, bay wood, lent health. The natives are stout and healty.
On Tuesday morning, after the destruction had been effect
w3 Xo Mne
YV°rL Coff-plants grow w’ild hi the
What do you mean by the seasoning?
ed, a statement appeared in the Boston papers, signed by Mr.
Emigrants, in a short time after reaching the Colony, are Edward Cutter, of Charlestown, from which we copy the fol
attacked with a fever and their indisposition is different in du lowing :
ration; some recover in a short time, while others have not
“On the afternoon of Monday, the 28th ult., the lady in
entirely gotten over it in two years. A few have entirely es question came to my house, appeared to be considerably agitat
Are the rivers well supplied with fish?
caped.—Episcopal Recorder.
ed, and expressed her wish to he conveyed to the residence of
naiUnS™ an abu,nda»^ °fP*e> mackerel, cavalla and taran acquaintance in West Cambridge.. 1 lent her my assist
paun, and several other kinds, to which no name has yet been
f
R
iot at Charlestown, Mass.—The following account of ance; and on the succeeding day I called with the purpose of
given, and oysters, and clams.
3
inquiring for the causes which induced her to leave the Insti
What productions arc raised on their farms?
the riot at Charlestown, Mass, gives the fullest information of tution. I was informed that she had returned to the Nunne
Rice, cassada, plantains, bananas, soursups, guavas, Indian the manner of its origin, of any that we have seen.
ry in company with the Bishop, with a promise that she should
corn, arrow root, peanuts, coffee, and sugar cane.
The recent lawless proceedings in our sea-ports must be ex be permitted to leave in two or three weeks, if it was her wish.
IIow does the cassada grow and how is it used ?
Since that time, various rumors have been in circulation, calIt grows like the sweet potato. It is a root sometimes two tremely painful to every American—and particularly painful calculated to excite the public mind, and to such an extent as
or three feet long, and three or four inches in diameter__ to the Christian must be every thing of the kind which in any induced me to atttempt to ascertain their foundation. Ac
I he top of it resembles the Sumach bush. It is planted like way is connected with the subject of religion or religious de cordingly, on Saturday, the 9th inst. I called at the Nunnery
Uie sugar cane, three or four slips in a hill. One hill will pro
and requested an interview with the lady referred to. I ob
duce fiom a peck to a half a bushel. When ripe it is boiled, nominations. A corrupt faith must be corrected by a faithful tained it: and was informed by her that she was at liberty
or roasted, or dried and beaten into flour, and answers all the exhibition of the gospel; and a corrupt practice must Le to leave the Institution at any time she chose. The same
purpose of flour in this country.
^amended by public sentiment or public law.
statement was also made by the Superior, who farther remark
How is the coffee raised?
ed that, in the present state of public feeling, she should pre
Destruction of the Convent by a Mob, fy'c.
It is raised from trees or bushes. A tree will bear in from
Several weeks ago, a nun, Mary St. John Harrison, of New fer to have her leave. ”— Vt. Chronicle.
four to six years after it has been planted. One tree will bear York, escaped from the convent at Charlestown. She was ’
from two and a half to three bushels in the hulls, or more visited in her place of retirement by the Bishop and her bro- j
Cincinnati.—By the favor of God, says the Journal of Au
than one bushel of clean coffee. Mr. Waring has 1500 trees ther, and persuaded to return. Her leaving is said to have j gust 29th, Cincinnati is now free from the scourge of Cholera.
planted that do not yet bear.
been owing to derangement.
The circumstances however :
The baptist missionaries compelled to leave Jamaica, have
Can cotton be raised ?
have given rise to a variety of rumors and surmises.
It can be cultivated almost to any extent. It will grow
“ The general impression on the minds of the community, | returned to that island, having received 5000!. from the British
government.
from three to eight years without replanting. I have been caused by these reports, and a very injudicious publication of J
in Tennessee, Georgia and North Carolina, I think the cotton the Mercantile Journal, was—says the Charlestown Aurora—|
Mr. Chambers has accepted the appointment of Chief Jus
raised in Liberia is superior. The tree grows from eight to that the young lady had been badly treated; had been forced j tice of the Second Judicial District of Marylaud, and resign
ten feet high, and is topped in order to make it branch out or over-persuaded to return; was restrained in her liberty,! ed his scat in the United States Senate.
and become productive.
and was in danger of her life. It was farther stated, as from
Mr. Wilkins, Minister to Russia, sailed from New York on
Can more than one crop be raised during the season?
her own mouth, that if she did not come out at the end of Saturday last, in the ship North America, for Liverpool.
There are two planting seasons, and two crops can he raised three weeks, her friends must investigate the case and search
Indiana__ The Indianapolis Journal of the 9th inst. giyes
for her. It was also reported that she was dead; that Messrs.
on the same ground.
What is the state of morals and religion in the colony?
Cutter, Iluney, and others, had been refused admission to the the vote for Governor in 16 counties; the aggregate vote pla
The state of morals is much like it is in the United States. Convent, and a female had been] substituted for her. These ces Noble, the whig candidate, upwards of 5090 ahead of Read.
There are in Monrovia two Baptist and two Methodist Church reports, as may be well supposed, kept the community for the j The Hon. Edward Everett has resigned his seat as repre
es, and one Presbyterian Church, well supplied with ministers remainder of the week in a state of great excitement, more sentative from Middlesex. In the favorite pursuits to which
At Caldwell, there is a Baptist and a Methodist Church. At especially at Boston, the Cambridges, Medford, &e. where the we presume Mr. Everett will return, says the Boston Atlas,
New Georgia, there is a Baptist, and a Methodist society facts were not known. On Friday evening, the exciting para he can do every thing to elevate the tone of public feeling
that has no mceting-honse. At Millsburg there is a Baptist graph appeared in the Journal, and on Saturday morning in and taste. We welcome him to the old theatre of his fame.
and a Methodist Church,
At Edina, there is Methodist the other Boston papers. In the Transcript of the same even
Steam Carriages are now making their way in Great Brit
ing, the story was commented on, and a statement from the ain on the common Turnpike roads. Between Glasgow and
Church.
Bishop intimated or promised, the following Monday.
Paisley they regularly run, and there is every reason to believe
How is the Colony supplied with schools?
“On Monday morning the Bishop’s statement did not appear, that they will shortly be successful every where; as the hinThere arc, in all, seven schools—a male and a female school
at Caldwell. A school at New Georgia, Millsburg and Bas- as expected. In the evening paper it was stated that he had derances opposed to their running by the turnpike gates are
declined offering any to the public, preferring to leave it to now to be done away by government.
so. The teachers are all colored persons, and are considered
They are tolerably well, attended—not as well as Mr. Cutter, who might be considered more impartial and dis
competent.
About fifteen years ago, tha first tobacco was raised in Ohio
might be, but as as well as could be expected in present cir interested, [being a Protestant,] as he understood Mr. C. was for exportation. Since that time the annual amount grown,
cumstances. There are Sunday schools at all the settlements, about to publish one, Mr. Cutter’s statement, however, did lias been gradually increasing, with the exception of a short
not appear
except New Georgia; and about that I am uncertain.
period when the price was depressed. The last years crop ex
“ On Monday night, at about 9 o’clock, a mob began to as ceeded ten thousand hogsheads. The crop this year is fully ex
What are the chief articles of commerce?
semble
in
the
vicinity
of
the
Convent,
and
at
half
past
eleven
Camwood, palmwood, palm oil, ivory, gold dust, tortois
pected to equal that of the last.
shell, pepper, beeswax, and hides. Vessels often call, and the lit a beacon fire for the purpose of giving the alarm, as is sup
There are now in the British House of Peers more than
harboir is seldom clear of them. Many of the colonists own posed, to their associates and others of the intended work of
small vessels. There are nine in the coasting trade, and two desolation. The bells were rung on the burning of the tar sixty noblemen whose age exceeds the “three-seore and ten
years,
” which the inspired writer speaks of as the usual boun
more were building when 1 left. Most of these vessels are barrels and other combustibles, and the engines repaired to the
scene, but did no service at this or any other period of the dary of the life of man. By the death of Lord Woodliouse,
built in Monrovia.
„ , ,
tiie venerable Lord Stowell has become the father of the house;
conflagration.
What is the government of the Colony.
“ Soon after the signal fire, it is stated that a party of about bis Lordship is now in liis 89 year. There are many other
The people elect their own officers, except the governor. I
1 tp
l ...(inn and it was conducted as elections are in 50 or 60 persons, disguised, gathered around the door of the Peers whose ages vary from eighty to eighty-five.
Quantities of spurious gold coin are in circulation. They
well executed. The governorb Convent, and after warning the Superior and Nuns to leave
» ver'v worthy »'>d capable >”“• “d iS
fS"!"'' “ the building, effected a forcible entrance. The building was are said to he extremely well executed, and calculated to de
occupied
by
the
Lady
Superior,
seven
Nuns
three
servant
a very wort y
P
Lesser crimes are punished by linceive the best judges.
$ ”S' »d !£& and labor on „,e public wort, No maids, and 56 young lady pupils, under the instruction of the
The council of Lexington Ky. lias passed an ordinance, au
Nuns,
mostly
children
of
protestant
parents.
The
children
capital offence has yet been committed.
thorizing the mayor to take up any person who is an habitual
were roused from their beds as fast as possible; one Nun who
erC ^rShoSXXonfience formed themselves has been sick for some time, and not expected to recover, was drunkard, and keep him in prison, until perfectly sobered, and
Yes; the IV „„ -ncietv early in January last. In April conveyed away by her Sisters; and all, with great difficulty, apparently reformed.
On the 1st of January last, the Dutch navy consisted of 61
into a temperan
•ie formation of a temperance socie- made their escape out the back part of the building, through
nlgb.1 and there ore other the garden and finally to the houses of Mr. Cutter and Mr. large ships,
Jeseph Adams, on Winter Hill.—Nothing was saved by the
Good'.__The late report of the Massachusetts Temperance
•“So:X‘S^^edjSr».^-™>i;e60vern. Nuns or children. It is said that rude hands were laid upon Society says that * the manufacture of ncur rum has fallen off
the Superior to hasten her movements to depart, who as may one half.—Hav. Gaz.
They are sent to
from the public store be expected reluctantly left the building. It is stated by some
Miss Prudence Crandall, has been joined in wedlock to the
however, that the invalid Nun was conveyed from the building Rev. Calvin Phileo, of Ithaca.
toSx»ontbT Their room, are convenient. After .he
f
milv is entitled to one town by the assailants, and that she was treated with comparative
soning is over, each head of a a
Jtjiree rai|es of the town, tenderness. It is also said that they were very particular to
FOREIGN.
Jot, and ten acres or giuu™ see that no person remained in the building.
PosrscRiFT.—By an arrival at Boston, London papers have
or thirty acres over tbrc\”]* ^ants does the Colony need?
“ The rioters threw three valuable Piano Fortes and one
been
received
to
the
20th
of
July. The only additional item
costly
Irish
Harp
out
of
the
windows,
and
after
ransacking
What
virmous, enterprising, and intelligent.
It needs men—g» should emigrants be provided with? the entire building with torches, set it on fire in several differ of intelligence is the following:
The New Cabinet.—It appears that the resignation of Lord
ent places, so that in a few moments after the escape of the
clot"“'“nd “
inmates, the whole extensive edifice was in flames. This was Althorp was subsequntly withdrawn, so that the only changes
ply of cotton and woolle^otnng«dth^bc^rov.ded5
in the cabinet are the following: Lord Melborne is appointed
between 12 and 1 o’clock.
We are informed on the authority of many persons who First Lord of the Treasury, in the place of Earl Gray; Vis
With *ba^“,gr> drawing knife, hoe, spade, auger, gimlet,
were present, that two guns or pistols were fired before the count Duncannon, Secretary of the Hoim; Depratment, in
saw, and file.
do you suppOse, arc in the settlements? torches were applied to the building; but whether they were the place of Lord Melbourne; Sir John C. Ilohhouse, Chief
Commissioner of Woods and Forests, in the place of \ iscount
fired from or at the Convent, we are not able to say.
“There was a verp large amount of property in the Con- - Duncannon. Great doubts are entertained of the stability of
this cabinet.—-ZV. Y. Obs.
and can read, and have les vent and of clothing belonging to the pupils.
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j he was frequently employed in sawing our square apartures in honey is wanted for use, removing the shutter from Wore th*
[ boards, and always bored three holes at the points where glass, and having ascertained that the drawer is filled, in
; were to be placed three angles of the square. These auger- troduce a little smoke into the top of the drawer by means of
From the Christian Observer.
. holes were made for the introduction of a saw. I immediate- a tobacco pipe; and when the bees have been driven into the
' ly perceived that two auger-holes woidd suffice, and inquired lower part of the hive, separate the drawer and partition, with
THE HAWTHORN, OR MAY.
• bow many holes were necessary to effect this purpose, ln- a case knife, remove the drawer and having emptied it, return
They tell me storms o’er life do lower;
! stantlv, ay, instantly, he saw that two were as good as three I it to its place again; and the bees will commence working in
They tell me man to grief is born;
, and with a sigh, lamented that as he had been taught, he had it immediately. By this method the honey will be always
But I have ranged through inead and bower,
I bored thousands of unnecessary holes aad wasted much valua pure, without bee bread or dead bees, and not a single bee need
be destroyed; and moreover, it has been tested by many years
Still asking, as I culled the flower,
ble time.
Z.
Where lurks the thorn?
The absence of philosophical curiosity and spirit, prevents ! trial, and found to answer the intention completely.
P. S.—The drawer should have a top screwed on, so as to lie
not only the proper use of new facts elicited by accident, but
Avowal sweet of youth’s blithe day,
the scientific deduction, by which important novelties may be more readily opened when the honey is to be takeu out; and
Made only ere the heart is torn!
indefinitely increased.. A merely practical acquaintance with any space betweenjhe drawer and sides, or top of the hive,
Ah, who in after years can say,
a trade renders one insensible to its defects, and ignorant of its should be filled with some kind of cement, so as to prevent
With smile incredulously gay,
capacities of improvement. A merely theoretic cultivation of insects from making a lodgment within the hive.—Farmer's
Where lurks the thorn?
it, encourages impracticable speculations, and bidden us from Register.
carrying even beneficial suggestions into useful operation.—
How true a type this Hawthorn bough
Hence the most advantageous position in which a mechanic
Of youthful dreams in life’s fresh morn !
Pastures and Cattle.—Plaster, or live ashes, sown upon
can be placed, is that which combines knowledge of princi pasture gronnds, will not only repay a handsome profit by in
So thick the fragrant blossoms grow,
ples, and familiarity with practical detail; intellectual compre creasing the value of feed, and by bringing in the finer grass
Where curious eye detects below
hension, and mutual dexterity; the power to conceive, and the es, such as white clover, but it will greatly improve the soil for
The frequent thorn.
the ability to execute. But to.reach this enviable condition, any succeeding crop. It will not be correct husbandry; when
But wait a few brief days, and soon
he must take care to think, as well as work, and never suffer you have turned your cattle to grass, to overlook or neglect
That bough, of all its glory shorn,
any process to pass, without considering it as a philosophical them. It will be well to see every animal every day: and take
Its fragrance spent, its blossoms gone,
experiment, illustrative of some general principle; for such care to keep salt always within their reach. We appprehend
Will to thine eye show one by one
is in truth every act of mechanical labor.
that farmers often suffer by their negligence in this particular.
Each pointed thorn.
Nor should he remain satisfied with any thing, merely be Good water is also a great accommodation in pastures. “Wa
cause it is the practice of others, and take it for granted, that ter,” says a writer for the American Farmer, “must always
Thus crown’d with light, and link’d with flowers,
any process is as perfect as it may be rendered. 1 believe that be within the reach of all animals at all times, and that of
Seems life in youth’s enchanting morn;
discoveries have been very frequently postponed by neglectjto the purest quality. Some farmers, having no running water
But soon, how soon ! the tempest lowers,
ask the simple question, ‘Is this ihstruinent or this process as in their pastures, give their cattle water twice or thrice a day
And stripping fancy’s fairy bowers,
perfect as it can he made?’ It is not so much the want of tal by driving them to a spring or pump, or stream. They may
I.nys hare the thorn.
ent, as of the spirit of inquiry, that has retarded so frequently want water at these times, and may not just as it happens;
the progress of improvement. Of this wc have many re- but they certainly do not get it at all times when they want it.
markalc proofs. When Arkwright practiced the trade of a Of this we can judge by ourselves. Who could possibly do
barber, he formed an acquaintance with a neighboring spinner, with water only at certain times, and these times always the
Mechanical Improvement.—[Extracts from Dr. J. K. who had discovered a want. It was the want of machinery same? With the human species this would be insupportable.
Mitchell’s recent lecture to his Course of Practical Chymistry.J with which to spin cotton. That suggestion induced Ark It is the same with all animals, and the whole benefit of water
It is only for the want of the spirit, not the genius of Davy wright to go to work on the subject, and he soon supplied the depends upon its being taken when the stomach calls for it.—
or Franklin, that the career of improvement is not ten times want accumulated a fortune, became a baronet and high sheriff Water, of all substances that contribute to the support and
as rapid as it has hitherto been. No doubt thousands of val of an English county. A conversation relative to the discov nurture of animal life and health, is least capable of being re
uable facts are observed, wondered at, and forgotten, without ery of Arkwright taking place in the presence of a clergyman gulated in its administration by times and seasons. Animals
a single effort, to draw them into the service of society. This of the name of Cartwright, one of the party said, ‘ We now that have free access to salt require water oftener than those
is rendered clearer by the truth, that the most important im want an invention by which we can weave without hand.’— which have no salt; but those that are salted irregularly re
provements in the arts have been made by those who have Cartwright had not seen a loom, hut resolved to discover a me quire constant access to water more than any others, as their
pursued avocations remote from the business into which these thod or weaving by water or steam. In this, lie so well suc thirst is fitful in proportion to the irregularity of their salting.
improvements have been introduced, and who had of course ceeded, as to receive from the British parliament, for the in
“Let those who have been careless in this matter try the
little opportunity for observation or example. Arkwright the vention of the power-loom, nearly 50,000 dollars. When Sir experiment of giving salt regularly and plentifully, every other
in venter of the spinning jenny was a barber, and Watt., the Humphrey Davy published his expensive and imperfect me day, with constant access to pure water, and the improved
immortal author of the present steam engines was a philosophi thod of obtaining potassium, Gay Lussac and Thenard per condition of their stock in one month, will induce them to
cal instrument maker. Papin, who invented the digester and ceived the want of a better method, and instantly devised the continue the practice hereafter. They will never again see
safety valve, was a doctor of medicine; Silvery, who produced one which is now used.—National Gazette,
their cattle licking one another and filling their stomachs with
the first steam-engine, was commissioner of sick and wounded
‘witch balls’ ”—N. K. Farmer.
soldiers; Newcomen and Cawley, authors of the atmospher
The Banks of Newfoundland.—The banks extend over
ic engine were, the one an iron-monger, and the other a gla a distance of 40 thousand miles, and are from thirty to fortyPreservtion of New-made IIay.—It has been recom
zier. The inventor of the air pump, Otto de Gnericke, was a five fathoms below the surface of the ocean. The shoals are mended by some agriculturalists, in housing new made clover
hergomaster of Magdenburg. The projector of that invaluable inhabited by innumerable tribes of muscles and clams, to hay, especially if it happen not to be thoroughly dry, to mix
instrument the mariner’s compass, was John di Gioja, a noble which it is a favorite residence, as they can easily bury their layers of the hay, while depositing it in the mow, with layers
man of Anialphi in the kingdom of Naples.—Fahrenheit, shells in the soft sand. The codfish resort to this coast to prey of straw, reserved for that purpose. In this way the strength
who first applied mercury to thermometric uses, was a bank upon them. They keep a constant watch, about a foot above of the clover is absorbed by the straw, which cattle will eat
rupt merchant. Ferguson, the astronomer, was a shepherd, the submarine sand, and when a muscle opens its shell, it is greedily, when thus managed. Another way to preserve clo
and afterwads a miniature painter; Godfry, of quadrant fame, immediately siezed and devoured. At other times the fish do ver or indeed any other kind of grass, is to salt it, when stow
was a common glazier, and Dr. Priestly, the great mineralo not wait; they are provided with a homey protuberance round ed away in the mow. From four to eight quarts to the ton is
gist, Hany and Cartwright, who, invented the power-loom, their mouths, and this they burrow in the sand and capture recommended, to be scattered, layer after layer as even as pos
were clergymen. Rittenhouse was a farmer and entirely a the muscle in the shell. The fishermen of various nations sible, so as to impregnate the whole mass—London paper.
self-taught mechanician; Franklin was at first a tallow chan who resort to these banks, take annually from eight to ten
dler, a.id subsequently a printer; and Fulton a portrait paint millions of fish, and upon opening them they find the remains
THE OBSERVER
er. John Hunter, who created.a new era in surgery, com of forty or fifty muscles in each, either wholly or partially dis
menced life as a cabinet maker. The greatest engineers whom solved. The first care of the fishermen, after taking their sta
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY AT
the world ever saw are Rennie and Telford. To them is Great tions, is to ascertain the depth of the water, as the lines must
GAMBIER, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
Britain indebted for a greater amount of her present prosperi be regulated so as to lie on the bottom, where the fish are al
ty than perhaps to any other individuals living. Yet these ways engaged in this species of submarine war.
TERMS.—Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
men were common stone-cutters both of them educated to the
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months’
manual labor of dressing stones---- The last of the great inven
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
The Simoom—The best authenticated account of this wind
tions in steam machinery, is that which enables steam to pro
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, excep
pel locomotives on common roads. The credit of this inval is to he found in the writings of Bruce and Burckhardt—
at the option of the publishers.
uable discovery belongs to a practitioner of medicine, and a Bruce’s account it as follows. “At 11 o’clock, while wc were
chemist of Cornwall, in England. Dr. Gurney has already contemplating the rugged tops of Chigre, where wc expected Those who may wish to have their papersdiscontinued, are re.
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
acquired distinction by bringing his fine conceptions into useful to solace ourselves with plenty of good water, Idris called out
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
actions, but when we look forward to the time, which will as with a loud voice, “ Fall on your faces, for here is the Simoon.’
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
suredly come, when the traveller and his goods will be con I saw from the south-east a haze come, in color like the pur
All communications relative to this paper,must be di
veyed by land, with as much ease, and with more safety, than ple of a rainbow, hut not so compressed or thick. It did
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox G>. Ohio
at present by water ; when we perceive that roads may be made not occupy 20 yards in breadth, and was about 12 feet high
LIST OF AGENTS.
in almost every direction, and in adequate number, we shall from the ground. It was a kind of blush upon the air, and
have a better estimation of the magnitude, and momentous it moved very rapidly, for I scarcely could turn to fall upon Rev. JOHN L. BRYAN.......................Boardman/Trumbull Co. Ohio
Col. HUBBARD,.................................. Ashtabula,
the
ground,
with
my
head
to
the
northward,
when
I
felt
the
character of the experiments to which, alone, unaided, and
Rev. ALVA SANFORD,.................... Medina, Medina Co.
“
under every discouragement, this second Fulton resolutely heat of the current plainly upon my face. We all lay flat Rev .WM. PRESTON,........................ Columbus,
Rev.
O.
DENISON,
...............................
Newark.
upon
the
ground,
till
Idris
told
us
it
had
passed
over.
The
apd confidently appealed.
GEORGE BEATTY,........................... Steubenville,
This very generation will do him full justice, for, in a few meteor, or purple haze which I saw, indeed passed; but a D. H. BUELL, ,....... ............................ Marietta,
years, horses will nearly disappear from our great road, and light air which still blew, was of heat sufficient to threaten JOSIAH BARRER ............................. Cleaveland,
P. ALDERMAN......... Windsor,
“
almost every one will travel by steam. Scarcely one of the suffocation. For my part, I found distinctly on my breast, SYLVESTER
J. W. SCHUCKERS............................. Wooster,
many surpising and beautiful inventions of the prolific gen that I had imbibed a part of it, nor was I freed of an asthmat DORSON EDWARDS, ..................... Dayton,
“
MADDOX FISHER, P. M.................. Springfield, Clark Co.
“
ius of New England, has been made by those practically fa ic sensation till I had been some months in Italy.’
D
r
.
ASA
COLEMAN
...........................
Troy,
Miami
Co.
miliar with the art to which it is auxiliary. The reason of
ROFF & YOUNG,............................... Cincinnati,
“
this apparent paradox seems to me obvious__ Even there, in
An Improved Bee Hive.—The box or hive to be made of Rev. J. T. WHEAT............................... Marietta,
“
intellectual New England, where all else is philosophy, a trade inch plank, say about two feet three inches by twelve inches Rev. R. V. ROGERS,........................... Circleville
E. W. PEET,.................................. Chillicothe.
is taught practically, and solely so. It is carefully divested of wide; the upper part of the box to be partitioned off, allowing Rev.
ROWLAND CLAPP............................. Cuvahoga Falls,
philosophy, and is made as far as possible, merely mechanical, just space sufficient to admit a drawer of about ten by twelve WILLIAM HUNT,............................. Urbana,
There is a dull routine through which every apprentice travels inches deep. This draw is to slide upon the horrizontal parti JOHN HANFORD,............................. Middlebury.
SMITH................................. Delaware,
to the station of a journeyman. The less he thinks, the more tion, and to be made to fit the inside of the box exactly. In SOLOMON
D- T. FULLER, Esq................................ Marion,
he will work, and the more immediately profitable will be his the bottom of the drawer, a hole is to be made, say about one Rev. WM. SUDD ARDS,...................... Zanesville,
“
labor. When once the circle has been completed, its dull, and a half inches in diameter, and a corresponding one in the F.E. KIRTLAND...................................Maumee,
Rev. DEXTER POTTER,................... I/iuisville. Kentucky.
unvarying round is again and again traversed, until deviation partition, so as to allow the bees to pass up from the lower part WM. M. BLACKFORD........................ I'redericksburgh, Va.
would be irksome. A man thus trained, to the habitutal ex. of the hive, into the drawer, a pane of glass is to be fixed, in or JAMES ENTWISLE............................ Alexandria, D. C.
WILTBERGER,.......................Washington, D. C.
elusion of curiosity and understanding, although he may make der to tell when the drawer is filled with honey. Over the CHAS.
Rev. J. P. BAUSMAN,....................... Ann Arbour, Michigan I ei.
a very good thinker in other matters, cannot readily applv his glass a sliding shutter is to be placed, to exclude the light: or Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN......................... Monroe,
“
reason to the familiar labors of his vocation. When very the upper end of the plank, forming the bajk side of the box C. C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq................... Detroit,
GRISWOLD....................................... Utica, New-York.
young, I had occasion to observe the labors of a very sensible or hive, may be sawed off, and fastened with a hinge and a but C.
CH \RLES S. YOUNG...,.................... St.John, New-Brunswickman, who pursued the business of a carpenter. At that time ton, so as to answer in place of a sliding shutter. When tho KOBERT JONES ................................ Crawfordsville, Indiana,
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